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Tom Yates

From: Andrew Adams <Andrew.Adams@campbellriver.ca>
Sent: October 15, 2018 12:24 PM
To: Elle Brovold; Tom Yates
Cc: Deborah Sargent; David Leitch
Subject: FW: Application to amend water bottling licence to allow transport of water  - Merville/Comox Valley
Attachments: October 2018 re - amendment to licence Merville water bottling  - letter.pdf; Sieffert struggles to 

revive dry Creek 1994 (2).zip

Elle & Tom,  
 
attached for consideration as correspondence and/or consent on a SRD or Councul agenda. 
 
Thanks, 
 
ANDY ADAMS 
Mayor 
 
City of Campbell River 
Tel: 250.286.5740 
Fax: 250.286.5760 
Mayor.adams@campbellriver.ca 

From: FG ANDERSON [fganderson@shaw.ca] 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2018 9:56 AM 
To: town; John Ward; administration@srd.ca; info; Kenn McLaren; Valerie Cameron; Darryl Slater; Charles Short; Jeff 
Sheldrake; amullaly; Jennifer Wallis; info@cumberland.ca; Mayor Adams; AGR Minister; andrew weaver mla; 
administration; ABR Minister; Minister Transportation; env minister; premier; Ronna-Rae Leonard MLA; info; David 
Robinson; greg.gage@gov.bc.ca; sonia.furstenau.MLA@leg.bc.ca; flnr.minister@gov.bc.ca; Tanya.dunlop@gov.bc.ca 
Cc: Bruce Gibbons; arzeenahamir 
Subject: Application to amend water bottling licence to allow transport of water - Merville/Comox Valley 

Hello: 
 
Please see attached letter. 
 
Thank you. 
Gillian Anderson 
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October 15, 2018 

 

 

 

Honourable Doug Donaldson, 

Minister of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development 

Parliament Buildings, Victoria BC V8V 1X4 

FLNR.Minister@gov.bc.ca; greg.gage@gov.bc.ca  

 

 

Dear Minister: 

  

Re: 104026 Conditional Water Licence 500169 - 2410 Sackville Road, Merville, BC – 3.65 million litres per year - Vancouver Island 

(East) Rivers (Tsolum River) watershed - Aquifer 408 

 

Thank you for your Ministry’s letter signed by Mr. Gage (June 25 2018).  I am replying to urge you to take these actions: 

 Decline the proposed amendment of this water licence to allow the removal of water from the aquifer for transport by tanker 

truck to other jurisdictions. 

 Re-evaluate ministry technical reports on this and other BC aquifers to reflect the apparently as yet unconsidered role of 

melting glaciers in what may be artificially high aquifer level readings. 

 In co-operation with Department of Fisheries and Ocean, bring forward a strong wild salmon strategy that requires province-

wide environmental flows regulation to ensure sufficient water flows to BC streams and rivers, to aid the return of current 

dangerously low populations of salmon and other aquatic species to historic levels, bolstering food stocks for predators such as 

bears and birds of prey. 

 Implement a province-wide plan to secure public ownership of watersheds, incorporating them into ‘greenbelt and natural 

beauty’ protected areas. 

 Remove the permitted commercial sale of water in BC from the Water Sustainability Act: review and increase the royalties 

that current water withdrawal licensees must pay: dedicate this money to habitat restoration on streams and rivers. 

mailto:FLNR.Minister@gov.bc.ca
mailto:greg.gage@gov.bc.ca
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 Based on changing climatic conditions, modernize current water use planning information that land and resource managers use 

when making decisions about forestry, mining and other activities that impact BC’s freshwater.  

 

Decline the proposed amendment of this water licence to allow the removal of water from the aquifer for transport by tanker truck to 

other jurisdictions. 

The Comox Valley Regional District has denied the bottling plant application for the property as it is not a permitted use under current 

zoning bylaws and the Official Community Plan, nor is there community support. This project has no environmental or economic 

value to the community at large.  At 10,000 litres per day, this water application is enough for a daily withdrawal of 500 standard 18.9 

litre jugs or the equivalent of consumption for 5-10 homes, depending on family size and usage (270 liters per day average in BC): 

which would be the equivalent of a small subdivision in a rural area and as such, an application would require public hearings.  

The provincial approval process that allowed this licence declined any mandatory notification to neighbours of the project, thus 

denying the benefit of local knowledge. Since the license was issued, the ministry has held a workshop to encourage people to register 

their wells, and has indicated a desire to be informed about where local wells are drying up; but why was the decision made without a 

complete understanding of this local well situation?  Have cumulative impact assessments been done?  

At the community meeting held earlier this year, the FLNR staff said that any water bottling application, including one from Nestlé, 

would be considered within the parameters of the Water Sustainability Act. The Council of Canadians reported that “In Ontario, 

Nestlé continues to pump up to 4.7 million litres (1.2 million gallons) of water every day on expired permits from its two wells in 

Wellington County, Ontario.”   (https://canadians.org/blog/water-flint-not-nestle) 

Concern is also rising about legal precedent being set for future bottling applications and commercial water withdrawals. Once a 

temporary usages or amendment is allowed, including allowing water to be removed, transported and bottled off site, you may set 

precedent and open up rural areas, with their cheaper land, to unsuitable development which violates community planning and 

undermines the rural community and its sustainable economic contributions to the economy. 

Re-evaluate ministry technical reports on this and other BC aquifers to reflect the apparently as yet unconsidered role of melting 

glaciers in producing what may be artificially high aquifers level readings.  

https://canadians.org/blog/water-flint-not-nestle
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Aquifer 408 which services the Comox-Merville Area is classified as a moderately developed, low vulnerability aquifer. The Aquifer 

Classification Worksheet (CVRD May 29 2000) notes that for this aquifer “Recharge is likely from precipitation. Further studies need 

to be conducted to determine all sources of recharge to the aquifer.”  

Your Ministry notes:  

``Groundwater levels are sensitive to precipitation, aquifer storage capacity, recharge rate (the rate at which surface water trickles 

down to refill a groundwater aquifer), and human withdrawal.” (http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/soe/indicators/water/groundwater-

levels.html) 

We have experienced a level four drought here in BC this year, as well as unprecedented forest fire numbers.The BC government’s 

own research indicates that: 

“BC has become warmer over the last century …Lake ice lasts a shorter time…. Spring snowmelt and runoff is starting sooner and is 

followed by increasingly long, dry summers in south-central BC (Leith and Whitfield 1998) and south coastal BC (Pike et al. 2007)... 

suggest that by mid-century, BC will be 1.8 °C warmer than it was in the 1960 to 1990 period  … By the end of this century (2070-

2099), mean annual temperature in BC could be 1.7 to 4.5 °C warmer than the 1961-90 period  ….Summer precipitation is expected to 

…decrease more substantially in coastal BC.  … warmer temperatures will reduce winter snowfall (i.e., more rain) substantially in 

coastal BC (Figure 5). Spring snowfall will likely be substantially reduced across all regions of BC…. snow cover will contract and 

glaciers and permafrost will thaw (IPCC 2007; Meehl et al. 2007). Further, the depth and duration of the winter snowpacks in BC will 

likely decrease (Pike et al. 2008). Preliminary analyses suggest growing season moisture deficits will increase in several locations, 

particularly in southern and coastal BC (Spittlehouse 2008). Deficits occur where monthly precipitation is less than monthly 

evaporative demand (reflecting solar radiation, air temperature and humidity)…The frequency and duration of summer drought events 

are expected to increase over much of southern BC (Haughian et al. 2012). Precipitation is expected to fall in fewer, larger events 

(IPCC 2007), with consequences for ecosystem function (Knapp et al. 2008). ….”(2a_va_BC-Climate-change-final-

aug30.pdf).Climate Change in BC, Dave Daust) 

So climate change is bringing hotter, longer summers with less rain and warmer winters with less snowpack and more intense 

rainstorms.  This is going to mean less water permeating into the aquifer at a time when more wells are drawing water out: moreover, 

rainfall will be moving more quickly off the ground above the aquifer, as a result of more impermeable surfaces and more drainage 

infrastructure accompanying increased development, as well as widespread loss of tree cover from both logging and development. 
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You note in your letter,  

“A detailed aquifer study was not considered warranted in this case. In addition to the assessment completed for this 

application, there have been a number of studies completed since the aquifer classification sheet was produced, most notably the 

Agricultural Water Demand Model for the Comox Valley Regional District by the Ministry of Agriculture… the Ministry of 

Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development has maintained a groundwater monitoring well, 

Observation Well 351(0W351), in aquifer 408…Groundwater levels in this well have shown a stable or slightly increasing trend 

in the 14-year monitoring period, which indicates that extractions from the aquifer do not exceed recharge. A groundwater 

budget was constructed, which took into account all known groundwater use in the area and an estimate of recharge (supply). No 

concerns with aquifer capacity were noted, an outcome which is consistent with expectations given the extremely small demand 

relative to the supply on that source, coupled with monitored groundwater trends being stable.” 

 

As Fred Fern pointed out, continuing high levels in the aquifer may be due not to regeneration, but rather to the melting of the Comox 

and other glaciers which is topping up the aquifer artificially – and temporarily - as, once melted, these glaciers will likely never be re-

formed.  Aquifer levels that are stable or increasing, despite ongoing domestic and agricultural development in the Valley and a 

decline in rain and snow pack as a result of climate change, point strongly to a distortion of these readings as a result of glacial 

melting. Making decisions on perpetual never-to-be-extinguished water licences, on the basis of data from as far back as thirty years 

and without any consideration of climate change, is dangerous. 

 

In co-operation with Department Fisheries and Ocean, bring forward a strong wild salmon strategy that requires province-wide 

environmental flows regulation to  ensure sufficient water flows to BC streams and rivers to help return current dangerously low 

populations of salmon and other aquatic species to historic levels, bolstering food stocks for predators such as bears and birds of prey. 

The Ministry’s decision was also made without meaningful consideration of the effect of continuing aquifer withdrawals on 

Portuguese Creek and other wetlands in the Valley.   The report also notes page 9, “... Impact on Connected Stream(s) and Surface 

Water Users Not applicable, as Aquifer 408 is not likely hydraulically connected to surface water. ... Environmental Flow Needs 

(EFN) Consideration Not applicable, as Aquifer 408 is not likely hydraulically connected to surface water...”  

The Ministry maintains that the creek is not fed by the aquifer, but rather through surface water only, but as GF Consulting noted in 

their report, Review of the New Groundwater Application process for a proposed water bottling facility in Merville, BC (application 

by Christopher MacKenzie and Regula Heynck) May 2018: 
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“However, the well is artesian. Therefore, vertical migration of groundwater through a leaky aquitard could very likely be recharging a 

stream or wetlands. The assumption of absence of connection should be supported by a cross-section describing the aquifer, the 

confining layer (the aquitard), the piezometric level, and any intersection of the piezometric level with surface water bodies or 

wetlands (Figure 3). However, there is no supporting figures or illustrations confirming this assumption.” (page 11). 

Sackville Road cuts across Portuguese Creek (which has been diverted under the road by a culvert), and many wildlife species travel 

along the creek’s riparian area, including confirmed identification for both Western Toads and Northern Red-Legged frogs present in 

the creek area. Western Toads are on the provincial Yellow List, as a species of conservation concern. Northern red-legged frogs are 

listed nationally by the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) for Special Concern and they are on 

the provincial Blue List as a species of special concern.  

The Tsolum River Recovery Plan notes, “Water withdrawals from tributaries such as Portuguese Creek are much more pronounced 

especially during low flow periods when refuge habitat pool availability is critical. Restrictions on use vary with the type of licence 

e.g. older irrigation permits have been grandfathered in and are not monitored.” page 17 

tsolumriver.org/uploads/4/0/5/7/4057952/tsolum_river_recovery_plan-vaug2016. Apparently many farms have a water licence for 

withdrawals October to May directly from Portuguese Creek, but by May the creek is already almost to the point of drying up.  Such 

outdated permits must be redrawn to reflect climate change and changing domestic water and land use. 

 

Moreover, CVRD Aquifer Report 2000 noted that, “Several groundwater users are currently withdrawing large volumes from aquifers 

at Oyster River (Aquifer 410), Rosewall Creek (414), Base Flats     (415) and Wilfred Creek (419).  These users include aquaculture, 

agriculture, water bottling and industry. .. Of the 15 aquifers identified in the Regional District eight were classified as highly 

vulnerable...The highly vulnerable aquifers of the study area ... tend to appear on the banks or at the mouths of rivers and streams.  As 

such, the water quality and quantity of these watercourses is intimately connected to that of the aquifers they share a geographic area 

with.” (page 30).  

 

What monitoring is being conducted on these large withdrawals from aquifers, and how is the adequate environmental flow of creeks 

and rivers maintained? 

At the Merville community meeting, ministry staff and MLA Ronna-Rae Leonard told us that your ministry is working on a province-

wide plan for securing environmental flows to creeks and rivers. Given the former abundance of fish stocks in many creeks in the 

Valley, does Fisheries and Oceans Canada have any input into surface and groundwater management? When will this environmental 

http://www.tsolumriver.org/uploads/4/0/5/7/4057952/tsolum_river_recovery_plan-vaug2016.
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flow plan be finished and available for public comment, and what will be the connection between this plan and the recommendations 

of the BC government’s Wild Salmon Advisory Council? 

Implement a province-wide plan to protect the integrity of watersheds, implementing them into ‘greenbelt and natural beauty’ 

protected areas, with a program to secure public ownership of watershed areas across BC. 

When watershed lands are privately owned and subject to logging and other deleterious activities, community water sources are at risk 

and often require costly water treatments. Funding for public purchase of watershed lands is repaid in saved treatment costs.  

Remove the permitted commercial sale of water in BC under the Water Sustainability Act: review and increase the royalties that 

current water withdrawal licencees must pay to extract water from our rivers, lakes and streams: dedicate this money to habitat 

restoration on streams and rivers. 

The Canadian Fresh Water Alliances notes, “…water pricing in BC currently undervalues the services and benefits of freshwater. 

Commercial users like Nestle pay a mere $2.25 for a million Litres of water -- almost as much as they charge for 1L of bottled water. 

This is the lowest rate in Canada. Water pricing that values our natural capital fairly and provides incentives to conserve water will 

help reduce water waste and penalize over-extraction, potentially helping to avert future scarcity and drought.” 

There are deficiencies in the licence approval process and a lack of sufficient knowledge of surface water management and 

the health of BC aquifers and their streams and rivers, which must require a suspension to any future bottling approvals, 

including the proposed amendment to allow this withdrawal and transport. The spokesman for FLNR told the community 

meeting that approving this application will not set precedent for future applications, but with respect, he was most likely not 

a lawyer, and we must make decisions on water with the full knowledge that as water becomes a more and more valuable 

commodity in the world, the US will doubtlessly task their best legal minds with the matter of how to get hold of Canada’s 

water. Changing NAFTA rules and other trade deals may make existing water bottling operations a commodity that must by 

law be permitted to be exported to the US.  We simply cannot foresee how a decision here could have national repercussions.  

Joyce Nelson (Watershed Sentinel) notes that the US Army Corps of Engineers mapped Canada’s freshwater resources in the 

1950s in long-range water supply plans.  

In the face of inadequate information about how climate change and development are affecting how aquifers are recharged, 
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and faced with the modern reality of chronic water shortages and public sentiment for water conservation, the permitted use 

of commercial water bottling must be removed from the Water Sustainability Act.  

 

Based on changing climatic conditions, modernize current water use planning information that land and resource managers  

use when making decisions about forestry, mining and other activities that impact BC’s freshwater.  

According to the Canadian Fresh Water Alliance, “More than 60% of the province’s water basins were in drought conditions in the 

fall of 2017. Water policy experts rank drought and flood resilience as the number one challenge that will define British Columbia …. 

One-fifth of provincial observation wells show moderate to large rates of decline.... Climate change, overuse and poor planning are 

ushering the province into an era of tough water decisions. The tools and policies we have to defend waters simply aren’t built to 

withstand a multi-year drought in BC. The critical drought conditions we are seeing more frequently across the province in recent 

years could be mitigated by stronger legislation of BC’s freshwater resources..... We lack a full understanding of how much is down 

there or how withdrawals affect the health of our rivers, lakes and streams…” 

 

BC water policies are inadequate for the task of managing our water responsibly, and need to be updated to reflect modern realities. 

 

Thank you for your attention to my concerns. 

Sincerely yours, 

 

Gillian Anderson 

2561 Sackville Road PO Box 307 

Merville, BC V0R 2M0 

 

CC: 

 

 Premier@gov.bc.ca 
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 Ronna-rae.leonard.MLA@leg.bc.ca  

 George Heyman, Minister of Environment and Climate Change Strategy - ENV.minister@gov.bc.ca  

 Claire Travena, Minister of Transportation & Infrastructure - Minister.Transportation@gov.bc.ca 

 Scott Fraser, Minister of Indigenous Relations and Reconciliation - ABR.Minister@gov.bc.ca 

 Minister of Agriculture – AGR.Minister@gov.bc.ca   

 Andrew.weaver.mla@leg.bc.ca  

 administration@comoxvalleyrd.ca – for distribution to: 

o CVRD Board of Directors, Puntledge 

o Puntledge – Black Creek Area ‘C’ advisory planning commission 

o Agricultural Advisory Planning Commission 

o Tsolum River Watershed Planning Group (CVRD) 

 Jennifer Wallis at jwallis@comoxvalleyrd.ca 

 Alana Mullaly, manager planning services CVRD -  amullaly@comoxvalleyrd.ca 

 

 Executive Director Regional Operations, FLNRO - Jeff.Sheldrake@gov.bc.ca 

 Executive Director Regional Operations, FLNRO - Charles.Short@gov.bc.ca 

 Water Authorizations Section Head - Darryl.Slater@gov.bc.ca 

 Senior Authorizations Specialist – Water - David.Robinson@gov.bc.ca 

 Authorizations Specialist – Water - Tanya.dunlop@gov.bc.ca. 

 Valerie.Cameron@gov.bc.ca (BC Water Stewardship Manager) 

 McLaren, Kenn FLNR:EX <Kenn.McLaren@gov.bc.ca>;  

 info@dfo-mpo.gc.ca 

 

 Chief Nicole Rempel, K’ómoks First Nations - info@komoks.ca 

 Strathcona Regional District - administration@srd.ca 

 City of Courtenay - jward@courtenay.ca 

 City of Comox - town@comox.ca 

 City of Campbell River - mayor.adams@campbellriver.ca 

 Village of Cumberland - info@cumberland.ca 

mailto:ENV.minister@gov.bc.ca
mailto:ABR.Minister@gov.bc.ca
mailto:administration@comoxvalleyrd.ca
mailto:jwallis@comoxvalleyrd.ca
mailto:Jeff.Sheldrake@gov.bc.ca
mailto:Darryl.Slater@gov.bc.ca
mailto:Tanya.dunlop@gov.bc.ca
mailto:Valerie.Cameron@gov.bc.ca
mailto:Kenn.McLaren@gov.bc.ca
mailto:info@komoks.ca
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